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� SWCNT release affects the peroxidase-catalyzed oxidation processes of lignin model compounds.
� Biodegradation processes of PAHs can be disturbed by the SWCNT.
� We assessed the impact of SWCNTs on the biodegradation of b-hexachlorocyclohexane mediated by haloalkane dehalogenase using molecular dynamics
simulations.
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a b s t r a c t

The question how microbial enzyme-catalyzed oxidation processes of organic pollutants and lignin
model compounds (LMCs) are affected by the release of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) into the
environment remains to be addressed at the molecular level. We have, therefore concentrated the effects
of SWCNT on some important properties associated with enzyme activity and function during microbial
oxidation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (benzo(a)pyrene, acenaphthene and anthracene), LMCs
(2,6-dimethoxyphenol, guaiacol and veratryl alcohol) and b-hexachlorocyclohexane, including the
behaviour of water molecules, hydrogen bonds (HBs) and hydrophobic interactions (HYs) between ligand
and the enzyme, and conformational dynamics in N- and C-terminus. Our study revealed that SWCNT
significantly affected the behaviour of water molecules within 5 Å of both these substrates and their
respective enzymes during oxidation (p < 0.01), by increasing or decreasing the water number near
them. SWCNT tended to significantly enhance or reduce the stability of atom pairs that formed the HBs
and HYs (p < 0.01). N- and C-terminus conformations underwent transitions between positive and
negative states or between positive state or between negative state in all analyzed complexes. Significant
conformational transitions were found for all C-terminus, but only for a part of N-terminus after the
inclusion of the SWCNT. These results showed that SWCNT release would significantly affect the mi-
crobial enzyme-catalyzed processes of organic pollutants and LMCs in nature.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The past decades have seen a significant progress in nanotech-
nology with wide applications (Yamada et al., 2011; Park et al.,
2013; Shulaker et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016).
However, such wide applications have been resulting in that
nanomaterials (e.g., carbon nanotubes, CNTs) are released into the
natural environment by accident and direct acting (Shvedova et al.,
2012; Bhattacharya et al., 2014). Unfortunately, CNTs are expected
to be persistent in nature due to their steady features (Berry et al.,
2014; Flores-Cervantes et al., 2014). Also, there is evidence that
CNTs are potentially toxic to living organisms and the environment
(Chandrasekaran et al., 2014; Clar et al., 2015). However, up to now,
the processes and mechanism for how CNTs disturb the natural
environmental processes (e.g., enzyme-catalyzed oxidation) are
still largely unclear.
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Organic pollutants such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) and b-hexachlorocyclohexane (b-HCH) are persistent, being
difficult to completely remove in nature (Okai et al., 2013; Chen
et al., 2015a). The contamination derived from them is not
limited to water body, as they also can enter the soil system by
direct release and leaching. Biodegradation has been identified as
an effective strategy to remove PAHs and b-HCH from the envi-
ronment. For example, Trametes versicolor laccase was found a good
candidate for the oxidation of benzo(a)pyrene, acenaphthene and
other PAHs (Torres et al., 2003). Naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase
(NDO) is capable of performing the oxidation of anthracene
(Ferraro et al., 2006). Besides, haloalkane dehalogenase (Hde) is
able to be utilized for the degradation of b-HCH (Okai et al., 2013).
Evidently, due to wide distribution and inadequate disposal, lignin
becomes waste and even pollutant in many cases (Chen et al., 2011,
2015b). The pollution problems derived from lignin accumulation
and energy shortage have aroused intensive studies over the past
decades in the subject of lignin biotransformation (Munk et al.,
2015; Mycroft et al., 2015). Lignin structure is so complex that re-
searchers often employ lignin model compounds (LMCs) for lignin
degradation/synthesis studies, the latter being simple compounds
that contain the structural units of lignin (Bu et al., 2012; Chen et al.,
2015b; Deuss and Barta, 2016). Laccase, manganese peroxidase
(MnP) and lignin peroxidase (LiP) have been demonstrated to be
the main ligninolytic enzymes (S�anchez, 2009). The crystal struc-
ture of Melanocarpus albomyces laccase has been determined,
consisting of three domains (A, 1e157; B, 158e341; C, 342e559)
(Hakulinen et al., 2002). M. albomyces laccase catalyzes the oxida-
tion of several LMCs, such as 2,6-dimethoxyphenol (DMP) (Andberg
et al., 2009) and guaiacol (Kiiskinen et al., 2002). These LMCs were
also reported to be the substrates of Phanerochaete chrysosporium
MnP (Hu et al., 2009). Veratryl alcohol (belonging to LMC) was
often used as the substrate for studying the properties of LiP
(Ferapontova et al., 2006). The 3D structures of both MnP and LiP
from P. chrysosporium are available in PDB database (Rose et al.,
2013), such as 1YYD (Sundaramoorthy et al., 2005) for MnP and
1LLP (Choinowski et al., 1999) for LiP. Despite wide studies on
enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of organic pollutants and lignin/LMCs,
little research has been conducted on the effect of CNTs on their
enzyme-catalyzed oxidation processes.

The oxidation of organic pollutants and lignin mediated by
microbial enzymes often occurs in the environment (S�anchez,
2009; Chen et al., 2015a). CNTs have been detected in soil and
water systems. If this process occurs in the CNT-polluted places, it
would lead to the fact that this enzyme-catalyzed oxidation process
may be disturbed by CNTs. This is because many studies show that
the presence of CNTs affects the enzymatic activity and other
properties (Mubarak et al., 2014; Tavares et al., 2015). In addition,
CNTs themselves can be decomposed by various enzymes. It was
found that the degrading efficiency of CNTs by horseradish perox-
idase was very low, and that the degrading processes were slow
with long half-lives (about 80 years) (Flores-Cervantes et al., 2014).
Besides horseradish peroxidase, typical enzymes already known for
their ability to degrade CNTs include myeloperoxidase (Kagan et al.,
2010), lactoperoxidase (Bhattacharya et al., 2015), eosinophil
peroxidase (And�on et al., 2013), lignin peroxidase (Chandrasekaran
et al., 2014) and manganese peroxidase (Zhang et al., 2014).

Addressing the environmental problems derived from CNTs
remains a great challenge. Previous studies provide little insight
into whether CNT release would affect the enzyme-catalyzed
oxidation processes in nature. Thus, it is still unclear how the
presence of CNTs changes the contacts between various substrates
and their corresponding enzymes that are the foundation of
enzymatic reaction. To tackle this problem, we aim to usemolecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the effects of single-
walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) on the behaviour of water mol-
ecules, hydrogen bonds (HBs) and hydrophobic interactions (HYs),
and conformational dynamics in N- and C-terminus during the
enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of PAHs (Benzo(a)pyrene, acenaph-
thene and anthracene), lignin (lignin model compounds were used
as representative, including DMP, guaiacol and veratryl alcohol),
and b-HCH by comparing the conformations in the presence and
absence of SWCNTs.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data on enzyme-catalyzed oxidation

We found enzyme-catalyzed oxidation information of organic
contaminants and LMCs by searching the University of Minnesota
Biocatalysis/Biodegradation Database (Gao et al., 2010), BRENDA
database (Schomburg et al., 2002) and Google Scholar. Finally, we
selected eight pairs of substrate-enzyme systems based on the
following criteria: (1) the experimental 3D structures of enzymes
must be available; (2) the substratemoleculesmust be small in size.
These substrates and their corresponding enzymes were: laccase
vs. guaiacol; LiP vs. veratryl alcohol; MnP vs. DMP; MnP vs. guaia-
col; laccase vs. benzo(a)pyrene; laccase vs. acenaphthene; NDO vs.
anthracene; Hde vs. b-HCH. For simplicity, we defined their ab-
breviations in Table 1.

2.2. Structure models of organic pollutants, LMCs and enzymes

Some experiment-determined 3D structures of the above
selected enzymes available in RSC PDB database (Rose et al., 2013)
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do) enable the present
study. The structures of substrate molecules were taken directly
from ChemSpider (http://www.chemspider.com/) (Pence and
Williams, 2010), while those of selected enzymes were down-
loaded from PDB with some simple treatment as described in our
previous studies (Chen et al., 2011, 2015b).

2.3. Preparation of initial conformations

SWCNT-bound conformation models of the enzymes were
generated using PatchDock (Schneidman-Duhovny et al., 2005),
and then refined by FireDock (Mashiach et al., 2008). The model
system adopted in each PatchDock runwas composed of an enzyme
and a SWCNT (6,6) with a length of 2 nm. Substrate molecules were
docking into their corresponding enzymes with and without
SWCNTs by Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD) (Thomsen and
Christensen, 2006). MolDock score [Grid] was employed as the
scoring function with 0.3 Å of grid resolution, whereas the selected
algorithm was Moldock SE. The obtained candidates were ranked
based on MolDock score and Re-Rank score to get the best pose
which was selected as the final model for further studies.

2.4. MD simulations

Gromacs 4.6 packages (Pronk et al., 2013) were adopted to
perform the simulations where OPLS-AA force field was employed
(Kaminski et al., 2001). RESP charges of small molecules were ob-
tained at the HF/6-31G* level. Other field parameters of small
molecules were determined by MKTOP 2.0 (Ribeiro et al., 2008), a
Perl script. For each pair of substrate and its corresponding enzyme,
we constructed two systems, one with SWCNT and another one
without SWCNT which was used as a control group with the same
simulation conditions (Table 1, Figs. 1e4). Thus, a total of 16 com-
plexes were presented. Each complex was solvated by SPC water
model in two cubic boxes with the same size. 36,284e215,956
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Table 1
Substrate-enzymes systems used in this study.

Substrate Enzyme Complex/system without
SWCNT

Complex/system with
SWCNT

Experiment-determined enzyme
structure

Experimental evidence for enzyme-catalyzed
oxidation

LMC
Guaiacol Laccase Lac-Gua SWCNT-Lac-Gua 1GW0 (Kiiskinen et al., 2002)
Veratryl

alcohol
LiP LiP-Ver SWCNT-LiP-Ver 1LLP (Ferapontova et al., 2006)

DMP MnP MnP-Dim SWCNT-MnP-Dim 1YYD (Hu et al., 2009)
Guaiacol MnP MnP-Gua SWCNT-MnP-Gua 1YYD (Hu et al., 2009)
PAH
Benzo(a)

pyrene
Laccase Lac-Ben SWCNT-Lac-Ben 1GYC (Torres et al., 2003)

Acenaphthene Laccase Lac-Ace SWCNT-Lac-Ace 1GYC (Torres et al., 2003)
Anthracene NDO NDO-Ant SWCNT-NDO-Ant 4HM6 (Ferraro et al., 2006)
b-HCH Hde Hde-Hex SWCNT-Hde-Hex 4H77 (Okai et al., 2013)

LMC, lignin model compound; LiP, lignin peroxidise; DMP, 2,6-dimethoxyphenol; MnP, manganese peroxidise; NDO, naphthalene 1,2-dioxygenase; b-HCH, b-hexa-
chlorocyclohexane; Hde, haloalkane dehalogenase.

Fig. 1. Initial conformations of Lac-Gua (A), SWCNT-Lac-Gua (B), Lac-Ace (C), SWCNT-Lac-Ace (D), LiP-Ver (E), SWCNT-LiP-Ver (F), MnP-Dim (G), SWCNT-MnP-Dim (H), NDO-Ant (I)
and SWCNT-NDO-Ant (J).
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atoms and 10,482e66,321 water molecules were found in these
boxes (Table S1). System neutrality was achieved by adding Naþ or
Cl�. Then, steepest descent minimization was completed. The sys-
tems are subjected to restraining forces on SWCNTs, substrate
molecules and degrading enzymes in SWCNT bound systems and on
substrate molecules and degrading enzymes in SWCNT free sys-
tems. Subsequently, the equilibrationwas run in both 300 ps of NVT
ensemble and 300 ps of NPTensemble. Finally, we performed 30-ns
MD simulations for SWCNT-MnP-Gua, MnP-Gua, SWCNT-Lac-Ben,
Lac-Ben, SWCNT-Hde-Hex and Hde-Hex, respectively, using Parti-
cle Mesh Ewald for the calculation of long-range electrostatic in-
teractions (Darden et al., 1993), with a 2 fs of time step. For each of
the remaining systems, we carried out 10-ns MD simulations.

2.5. Water number

Thenumber ofwatermoleculeswithin 5Åof degrading enzymes
and within 5 Å of substrate molecules during biodegradation was
calculated by customized tcl script in VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996).

2.6. Identification of HBs and HYs

First, HBs and HYs in initial SWCNT free complexes were iden-
tified by programme the protein-ligand interaction profiler (PLIP;
https://projects.biotec.tu-dresden.de/plip-web/plip/index)
(Salentin et al., 2015). In the next step, wemonitored the changes of
these interactions during the entire simulation using the custom-
ized tcl script in VMD.

2.7. Dihedrals for N- and C-terminus

For simplicity, we described the conformational changes in N-
and C-terminus using the Ca-dihedrals of the first four residues and
named them N-ter-dihedral and C-ter-dihedral, respectively. Sub-
sequently, we monitored the changes of these two dihedrals in all
analyzed systems over time.

2.8. Statistical analyses

For all of the above organic pollutants, LMCs and their enzymes,
statistical difference (a ¼ 0.05) in water number, LHBs, HDs, N-ter-
dihedral and C-ter-dihedral between each pair of complexes with
and without SWCNT was determined by two-tailed t-test,
respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Behaviour of water molecules

In this study, we described the behaviour of water molecules by

https://projects.biotec.tu-dresden.de/plip-web/plip/index


Fig. 2. Conformational dynamics and interactional changes in MnP-Gua with and without SWCNT and water number distribution. A, Initial conformation of MnP-Gua; B, Initial
conformation of SWCNT-MnP-Gua; C, interactions between MnP and guaial in the initial conformation; D, water number; E, GLY34:N/Guaial:O1, 475_5162_hb; F, ASP36:N/
Guaial:O2, 497_5169_hb; G, ALA37:N/Guaial:O1, 509_5162_hb; H, GLU32:CB/Guaial:C3, 5164_454_hy; I, C-ter-dihedral; J, N-ter-dihedral.
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calculating the changes in number of water molecules within 5 Å of
the enzymes and within 5 Å of their substrate molecules during
biodegradation. For simplicity, we called this region “5 Å region”.
Thus, if not explicitly stated, the water number refers to that within
this 5 Å region.

The amount of water molecules was significantly different in
CNT-bound MnP-Gua systems from that in CNT free MnP-Gua
systems (t ¼ �50.3, p < 0.01). In the initial stage of the simula-
tion, these two systems had similar numbers of water molecules
(Fig. 2D). Moreover, water number gradually decreased in these
two systems. After 20 ns, the water number had become zero in
MnP-Gua system; however, in SWCNT-MnP-Gua system, the water
number ranged from 6 to 25. These findings indicated that the
presence of SWCNT changed the behaviour of water molecules. To
further confirm whether this rule applies to other systems
composed of LMCs and ligninolytic enzymes, we investigated the
behaviour of water molecules in Lac-Gua, LiP-Ver and MnP-Dim
systems with and without SWCNTs. The average water numbers
were 51 and 47 in SWCNT-Lac-Gua and Lac- Gua (t¼�7.4, p < 0.01),
respectively (Fig. S1A). The average number of water molecules in
SWCNT-LiP-Ver was smaller than that in LiP-Ver (59 vs. 76, t¼ 38.8,
p < 0.01) (Fig. S2A). For MnP and DMP (Fig. S3A), the inclusion of
SWCNT significantly decreased the water number in MnP-Dim
(average water number decreased from 45 to 33; t ¼ 21.9, p < 0.01).

In order to study the effect of SWCNT on water behaviour
adjacent to PAHs and their degrading enzymes, we first selected
laccase and benzo(a)pyrene for this purpose, and then constructed
SWCNT bound and free systems (Fig. 3A and B). For each of these
two systems, we performed a 30-ns simulation. Water numbers in
the 5 Å regions of these two systems experienced a downward
trend over this time and were significantly different (t ¼ �40.5,
p < 0.01) (Fig. 3D). Before 15 ns, the water number in SWCNT bound
complex was sometimes larger and sometimes smaller than that in
SWCNT free complex. However, after 15 ns, the water number in
CNT bound complex was generally larger than that in CNT free
complex, although some exceptions were found. Subsequently, we
analyzed the water behaviour in complexes composed of other
PAHs (including acenaphthene and anthracene) and their respec-
tive degrading enzymes. It was found that the mean water number
in the 5 Å region of Lac-Ace was nearly equal to that in SWCNT-Lac-
Ace (34 vs. 36, t ¼ �4.8, p < 0.01) (Fig. S4A). Interestingly, the in-
clusion of SWCNT significantly decreased the water number in the



Fig. 3. Conformational dynamics and interactional changes in Lac-Ben with and without SWCNT and water number distribution. A, Initial conformation of Lac-Ben; B, Initial
conformation of SWCNT- Lac-Ben; C, interactions between laccase and benzo(a)pyrene in the initial conformation; D, water number; E, PHE344:CD2/Benzo(a)pyrene:C11,
7473_5173_hy; F, PHE344:CE2/Benzo(a)pyrene:C13, 7475_5177_hy; G, PHE450:CZ/Benzo(a)pyrene:C13, 7475_6732_hy; H, LEU459:CD1/Benzo(a)pyrene:C13, 7475_6877; I,
ALA80:CB/Benzo(a)pyrene:C14, 7476_1178_hy; J, LEU112:CD1/Benzo(a)pyrene:C14, 7476_1668; K, PHE450:CE2/Benzo(a)pyrene:C15, 7477_6730_hy; L, PRO346:CG/Benzo(a)pyr-
ene:C3, 7465_5203_hy; M, C-ter-dihedral; N, N-ter-dihedral.
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5 Å region of NDO-Ant complex (t ¼ 40.2, p < 0.01) (Fig. S5A),
although there was a similar number of water molecules in SWCNT
bound and free complexes in the early stage of the experiment.

Water number exhibited significantly different patterns be-
tween Hde-Hex and SWCNT-Hde-Hex systems (t ¼ 6.0, p < 0.01)
(Fig. 4D). Noteworthy, the water number was very small in these
two complexes. In the later period of the experiment, water num-
ber was comparable in these two complexes.

3.2. Conformational dynamics in N- and C-terminus

To observe and compare conformational transition features of
N- and C-terminus with and without SWCNT, we defined two new
variables N-ter-dihedral and C-ter-dihedral (See Materials and
methods). When N-ter-dihedral or C-ter-dihedral was negative, we
termed N-terminus or C-terminus was at a negative state. Other-
wise, they were at a positive state.

As depicted in Fig. 2I and J, the maximum fluctuation ranges for
N-ter-dihedral and C-ter-dihedral were similar between MnP-Gua
and SWCNT-MnP-Gua complexes. However, C-terminus confor-
mations in these two complexes frequently varied between
negative and positive states, while N-terminus conformation at a
positive state only occasionally appeared within 30 ns. C-terminus
conformation was very unstable in Lac-Gua (Fig. S1F). By contrast,
it was quickly stabilized in SWCNT-Lac-Gua. In most of the time, C-
terminus conformations only varied between the negative states.
N-terminus transition between ~�170�e�160� and ~160�e170� in
these two complexes (Fig. S1G). The change rule for N- and C-
terminus conformations in LiP-Ver and SWCNT-LiP-Ver was almost
opposite to that in Lac-Gua complexes with and without SWCNT
(Fig. S2H and I). That is, N-terminus transformed between a type of
state (negative state) and C-terminus transformed between two
types of states. We did not observe the stability of C-terminus
conformation in MnP-Dim upon SWCNT binding; C-terminus
conformation still dramatically changed in MnP (Fig. S3G). N-ter-
minus conformation was relatively stable in MnP-Dim and
SWCNT-MnP-Dim, because it fluctuated within a narrow range
(Fig. S3H).



Fig. 4. Initial conformations of Hde-Hex (A) and SWCNT-Hde-Hex (B), initial interactions between Hde and b-HCH (C), water number distribution (D), C-ter-dihedral (E) and N-ter-
dihedral (F).
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Conformational dynamics in N- and C-terminus during oxida-
tion of PAHs were also investigated. In SWCNT-Lac-Ben, mean N-
ter-dihedral and C-ter-dihedral were 30� and 40� respectively,
which were smaller than those in the SWCNT free complex Lac-
Ben, respectively (Fig. 3M and N). Smaller dihedrals observed in
SWCNT-Lac-Ben were due to that SWCNT disrupted the native
conformation of N- and C-terminus. C-terminus conformation
frequently fluctuated with significant different C-ter-dihedrals in
both Lac-Ace and SWCNT-Lac-Ace (p < 0.01) (Fig. S4H), and their
N-ter-dihedrals varied in a wide range between �0.1�e�178� and
0.3�e178� (Fig. S4I). C-terminus conformation in NDO-Ant binding
to SWCNT still maintained a stable state, and slightly varied
around ~�120�e�130� (Fig. S5D). We further examined N-termi-
nus conformational dynamics in NDO-Ant with and without
SWCNT, showing that N-terminus conformation changed between
negative and positive states, regardless of the presence of SWCNT
(Fig. S5E).

Varying pattern in C-terminus conformation in Hde-Hex com-
plex was changed when bound to SWCNT (p < 0.05) (Fig. 4E), while
N-terminus conformation fast shifted between positive and nega-
tive states as a function of time in Hde-Hex complex (Fig. 4F).
3.3. Changes in HBs and HYs

In the following section, we presented the effects of SWCNT on
the contacts between enzymes and their substrates. For conve-
nience, we defined the atom-atom distance for a HYas hydrophobic
distance (HD).

In the initial conformations, LMCs formed HBs and/or HYs with
their corresponding enzymes, including 3 HBs and 1 HYs for MnP-
Gua (Fig. 2), 2 HBs and 2 HYs for Lac-Gua (Fig. S1), 3 HBs and 3 HYs
for LiP-Ver (Fig. S2) and 2 HBs and 3 HYs for MnP-Dim (Fig. S3). All
these interactions were monitored under the conditions with and
without the SWCNT. The length of HB (LHB) or HD for most of these
interactions except for 5169_2910_hy showed significant differ-
ences between all SWCNT bound and free complexes (p < 0.01),
respectively. This observation meant that SWCNT had significant
effects on the contacts between LMCs and their corresponding
enzymes during the enzyme-catalyzed oxidation. The native con-
tacts between them were not kept due to the appearance of
SWCNTs, which would disturb the normal oxidation processes.
LHBs for 475_5162_hb, 497_5169_hb and 509_5162_hb and HD for
5164_454_hy sharply varied with time in MnP-Gua, but were well
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equilibrated after the inclusion of SWCNT (Fig. 2). 12006_16987_hb
and 16985_11125_hy were quickly disrupted after the beginning of
the simulation in Lac-Gua systems with and without SWCNT;
11076_16980_hb disappeared from the start and appeared at about
5 ps, 10 ps, 89e90 ps and 130e150 ps in SWCNT free complex;
compared with the SWCNT free complex, 11076_16980_hb
appeared for a longer time in SWCNT bound complex during the
simulations.16984_11104_hywas not found in SWCNT free Lac-Gua
complex after the simulation had begun; SWCNT tried to maintain
this hydrophobic interaction in Lac-Gua, but finally failed. This was
because 16984_11104_hy was completely disrupted in Lac-Gua at
the later period (Fig. S1). Interestingly, the SWCNT seemed to
enhance the moving ability of atoms involved in the HBs and HYs
between LiP and veratryl alcohol, because these interactions were
generally more unstable in SWCNT bound complex than in SWCNT
free complex (Fig. S2). HBs and HYs between MnP and DMP were
quickly broken, but the LHBs and HDs were fast stabilized. In the
presence of SWCNT, these LHBs and HDs showed a staircase-like
increasing (Fig. S3).

The analyzed interactions between PAHs and their degrading
enzymes were 0 HBs and 8 HYs for Lac-Ben (Fig. 3), 0 HBs and 6 HYs
for Lac-Ace (Fig. S4), and 0 HBs and 2 HYs for NDO-Ant (Fig. S5).
Their stability was evaluated. All these interactions were signifi-
cantly different between SWCNT bound and free complexes
(p < 0.05), respectively. Consistent with the oxidation of LMCs, PAH
oxidation processes were also significantly affected by SWCNTs;
however, no HBs were observed between PAHs and their degrading
enzymes. The HD for 7473_5173_hy was generally larger in SWCNT-
Lac-Ben than that in Lac-Ben. Furthermore, 7473_5173_hy had been
completely disrupted in SWCNT-Lac-Ben (Fig. 3). The HDs for
7475_5177_hy, 7475_6732_hy and 7477_6730_hy were stable under
the condition without the SWCNT but had a staircase-like
increasing in the presence of the SWCNT. For the rest in-
teractions, the SWCNT tended to make the HDs close to or smaller
than those in SWCNT-Lac-Ben, respectively. In Lac-Ace with or
without the SWCNT, 7465_1668_hy, 7466_5203_hy, 7470_1178_hy,
7471_5173_hy, 7471_6877_hy and 7472_6730_hy were unstable
during the whole simulations (Fig. S4). The HDs for 9971_5512_hy
and 9976_8496_hy in NDO-Ant first increased for some time, and
then decreased; finally, they were stabilized and slightly fluctuated
around 4.5 Å (Fig. S5). Overall, these HDs were larger in SWCNT-
NDO-Ant than in NDO-Ant, especially for 9971_5512_hy. The
mean distance for 9971_5512_hy was 5.7 Å in the absence of
SWCNT and was 10.6 Å in the presence of SWCNT.

The b-HCH, an isomer of insecticide lindane g-HCH, is of special
concern due to its persistence, toxicity and bioaccumulation (Okai
et al., 2013). It can be effectively degraded by Hde. For the com-
plexes composed of Hde and b-HCH with and without SWCNT,
fourteen HYs were monitored over time (Fig. 5). The HDs for
4611_573_hy, 4612_2142_hy, 4612_3310_hy, 4612_3858_hy,
4613_2637_hy, 4614_2758_hy and 4615_3853_hy in SWCNT bound
complex fast reached equilibrium, and fluctuated around 4 Åwhich
is the allowed maximum distance of carbon atoms for a given HY in
PLIP (Salentin et al., 2015); these HYs in SWCNT free complex were
already completely broken at the later period of the simulation. For
other seven HYs, HDs were generally larger than 4 Å in both
SWCNT bound and free complexes, implying that they had been
disrupted during the simulations. However, it should be noted that
most of these HDs except for 4610_3314_hy were significantly
different between SWCNT bound and free complexes, respectively
(p < 0.01).

4. Discussion

CNTs will be inevitably released into the environment due to
increasing use in various fields (Flores-Cervantes et al., 2014; Clar
et al., 2015). Studies on the environmental consequences of CNTs
are still very scarce, even though CNTs have been identified as a
potential threat to human health and the environment (Chen et al.,
2016). How the release of CNTs impacts the enzyme-catalyzed
oxidation processes of organic pollutants and lignin is still an un-
solved problem today. Therefore, we first collected the enzyme-
catalyzed oxidation information on various organic pollutants and
lignin from several sources. Due to high complexity and unavail-
ability of lignin structure, to be consistent with the previous studies
(Bu et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2015b; Deuss and Barta, 2016), we
employed LMCs as representative. Taking data representative and
the availability of experiment-determined 3D structures of the
enzymes into consideration, eight pairs of substrates and their
enzymes were adopted (Table 1). Then, MD simulation was per-
formed for each complex. MD simulations have been shown to have
great advantages in examining the trajectory of molecular motions
(Sun et al., 2013; He et al., 2015) and they have been particularly
helpful in understanding the biodegradation processes of lignin
(Chen et al., 2011, 2015b), nitrile (Zhang et al., 2013), cellulose (Liu
et al., 2012) and CNTs (Chen et al., 2016). The SWCNT release
significantly affected the enzyme-catalyzed oxidation processes of
organic contaminants and LMCs in nature by changing the behav-
iour of water molecules, disrupting the HBs and HYs between
substrates and their enzymes and transforming the conformations
of N- and C-terminus, etc.

Water molecules play a critical role in protein functions and the
interaction of protein with ligands (Cappel et al., 2011;
Kitjaruwankul et al., 2015; Yuan et al., 2015). Our results showed
that water number was significantly different between CNT bound
and free systems for all analyzed organic pollutants, LMCs and their
corresponding enzymes, suggesting that the incorporation of
SWCNTs affected the behaviour of water molecules during the
enzyme-catalyzed oxidation. The change in water molecule
behaviour as reflected by water number would influence the
binding of these substrates to their corresponding enzymes, such as
binding modes and the complex structures (Li and Lazaridis, 2007;
Cappel et al., 2011).

Not all of N-terminus conformations were significantly affected
by the SWCNT. By contrast, C-terminus conformations were
significantly disturbed in all analyzed complexes (p < 0.05). This
finding implied that SWCNTs could be used as a tool for targeted
regulation of C-terminus conformation and further enzyme activity.
Moreover, an interesting phenomenon was that C-terminus con-
formations often transformed between a type of state (positive or
negative), while N-terminus conformations preferred to change
between positive and negative states, although some exceptions
were also presented.

LMCs, PAHs and b-HCH could form HBs and/or HYs with their
corresponding enzymes during oxidation. Our previous study
showed that the most abundant interaction way was HYs between
ligninolytic enzymes and the ligand lignin derivative (Chen et al.,
2011). Moreover, it has been demonstrated by us that HYs were
necessary to the interaction of laccase with LMCs and HBs were
also often found between them although not all (Chen et al.,
2015b). All these previous studies implied that the interactions
between substrate and enzymewere important for the oxidation of
LMCs/lignin. Thus, interactional changes between LMCs and their
corresponding enzymes which were found due to the appearance
of SWCNTs in the present study may lead to the changes in the
enzyme-catalyzed oxidation processes of LMCs/lignin. Microbial
degradation has been known to be the main process for PAH
degradation (Haritash and Kaushik, 2009). Natural biodegradation
processes of PAHs were influenced by many factors (Johnsen et al.,
2005), including bioavailability, microbial activity, etc. Our study



Fig. 5. Interactional changes in Hde-Hex with and without SWCNT. A, LEU248:CD2/b-HCH:C5, 4609_3862_hy; B, PHE151:CE2/b-HCH:C2, 4606_2360_hy; C, PHE143:CZ/b-HCH:C4,
4608_2229_hy; D, ILE211:CD/b-HCH:C6, 4610_3314_hy; E, ASN38:CB/b-HCH:Cl1, 4611_573_hy; F, LEU138:CD1/b-HCH:Cl2, 4612_2142_hy; G, PHE143:CE1/b-HCH:Cl2,
4612_2225_hy; H, ILE211:CG2/b-HCH:Cl2, 4612_3310_hy; I, LEU248:CD1/b-HCH:Cl2, 4612_3858_hy; J, PHE169:CE1/b-HCH:Cl3, 4613_2637_hy; K, PHE273:CZ/b-HCH:Cl3,
4613_4259_hy; L, PHE151:CZ/b-HCH:Cl4, 4614_2362_hy; M, LEU177:CD1/b-HCH:Cl4, 4614_2758_hy; N, LEU248:CB/b-HCH:Cl5, 4615_3853_hy.
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showed, besides these known factors, in the case of SWCNT
contamination, SWCNT would significantly disturb the contacts
between PAHs and degrading enzymes, which further made the
biodegradation process becoming more complicated. Moreover,
attention should be paid to the combined toxicity of PAHs and
CNTs, because all of them presented toxic effects on living organ-
isms and the nature (Clar et al., 2015; Zoppini et al., 2016). For the
complexes composed of Hde and b-HCH with and without SWCNT,
we monitored the HD variations for fourteen HYs over time. It was
found that thirteen HDs were significantly disturbed by the
SWCNTs (p < 0.01).
When we brought all these results together, we could conclude
that the SWCNT significantly disturbed the interactions between
substrates and their enzymes by affecting water molecular behav-
iour, HYs, HBs and N- and C-terminus conformations, and thus
would influence the native enzyme-catalyzed oxidation processes
of these substrates, including organic pollutants and lignin/LMCs.
The contacts between substrates and their enzymes are vital to
occurrence of enzymatic reactions. Changes in these contacts, thus,
might affect the activity and function of the enzymes during their
oxidation.
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